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helmet—I seen it in his tin hat
after he was killed, there behin'
the hill— I'll always think about
poppies an' blood together, as
long as I live—" This last from
little Tritt, the lieutenant's orderly.
"Long as you live — that's
good!" gibed Corporal Snair of
the company headquarters group.
"Don't you know, by now how expendable you bucks are?" —,the
lieutenant heard, and remembered it, oodly enough, in a crowded
moment the next day, when he
lost the two of them t+ hardfought Maxim gun.
No wind moved across the
lonely wheatfield; the bearded
stalks waved not at all, and the
sun-drenched air was hot and
dead. Sweat made muddy tunnels
through the thick white dust that
masked the faces of the meh. Conversation languished; what was
said was in profane monosyllables. Clouds came up, and there
were showers of rain, with hot
sunshine
between.
Uniforms
steamed after each shower, and
thirst became a torture. The man
who had the yin blanc in his
canteen fell out and was quite ill.
"Hikin'---in. . . ."
After interminable hours the
column came to the forest and
passed from steaming sunshine in
to sultry shades. It was a noble
wood, great high-branching trees,
est. Small-arms ammunition was
clean of underbrush as a park.
Something was doing in the forstacked beside the road, and there
were dumps of shells and bornks
under the trees. And Fiench soldiers everywhere. 'Phis road presently led into a great paved
highway, and along it were more
of the properties of war—row upon row of every caliber of shells,
orderly stacks of winged seriel
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JieWar at Close Range
DeJcribeci Ina Remarkable
Jerie3 Dy an Officer of the
Marines

—

Cart. John W.

Thomason,Jr.
,Clustrated by the Author From
Mad* an the Baalefseld
Osayelpa4
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Soissons way, or Montididier. . .
OP
The Boche UAW oissons
CHAPTER 1—The author describes
Quiet FFench villages along the
bow the First battalion of the Fifth
marines are ,tuartered near Ilikrigny
stone houses like gray
road,
during the first part of June, 1918,
when they are suddenly sent up north ghosts under the pale moon, and
to relieve the First division, bearing
The only basis upon which The Tribune-Democrat
the brunt of a tidal wave of Germans all lights hooded against Boche
just breaking through for a great ofexpects patronage is upon MERIT. A constant effort is
Long,.,empty stretches of
fensive. Part of the Fifth wrest Hill planes,
value
improving
the
142 from the enemy and watt there for road. Shadow columns of French
being• devated toward continually
the German counter offensive they
infantry, overtaken and passed.
and interest of the paper.
can see forming. While they lie peppering the Boche a detachment of Horse-drawn batteries of 75s on
The Tribune-Democrat endeavors Ito be a wholesome,
Second engineers comes to their as-, the move. Swift staff cars that
idatanos.
complete and. accurate country newspaper, giving to the
dashed by, hooting. Then, long
tiAFTF it II —A terrifie German
k
fearful
soon
de‘elops,
wreaking
sernewspaper
faithful
of horsemen, cloaked and
and
files
full
.people of this county a
havoc ammo( the marines, but not diswith a ghostly glint of
helmeted,
polbelief
or
opinion,
lodging them In the immediate vicinvice without prejudice toward a,ny
ity other fierce encounters are reduc- lanceheads over them — French
any
icy that does not conflict with the best .interests of
ing the American troops and forcing
Presently, dawn, with
the necessity of replacements which cavalry.
people; yet without fear to criticise what appears to be
arrive presently.
On the sixth of low clouds piling up in the rosy
June the Fifth runs into bitter fight- sky.
wrong and to endorse that which appears to be right withing in the vicinity of ChampillOn
stand.
It was mid-forenoon when the
popularity
of
. . for hours they try to oust t.he.
out regard to the
Roche from his stronghold In the woods train stopped, and the battalion
and succeed commendably, but at
climbed out on cramped legs.
great cost
CHAPTER 11L—Thts narrative oen• "Fall in on the right of the road.
ters about the eettvity of the marines
Platoon commanders, report
but really Mande as a cross section of . . .
,POLITICAL ANNOUNCEMENTS of Circuit Court Clerk of Mar- all
the fighting done 1.). Americans
Keep fifty yards' distance beshall county, Ky., subject to the After acquitting themselves marvel tween platoons. . . . Squads right
ously It the Holm de Belleau and Hill
The Tribune-Democrat is auth- action of the Democratic party 142
eatly In June, )918, the First re . . . March!" and the companies
orized to announce the candi- in the primary election, Saturday, cel‘ed replacements to cover, horrible moved off stiffly, on empty stomItses, fight come more and then are
dacy of C. B. Cox, of Marshall August 6, 1927.
relieved, somewhat compensated for aches. The little dark Annamites
_th eir heavy
by a notable tribute watched the files pass with inCommon=
county. for the office of
to their nontina qualities issued by the
had taken
c,tottianding
the Sixth French curious eyes. They
general
The Tribune-Democrat is auwealth's Attorney for the 2nd
army, hut the liberty In Paris which the many men titi to t batbir.
Judicial district, subject to the thorized to _announce the candi: battalion w4,tild have preferred is not ' 'Company by tont'any,
the
Democratic primary. August 6, (lacy of W. Brien Holland for the forthcomin.:
First battalion passed on, and be1927.
office of Circuit Court Clerk of
battalions of
hind them the
(('hapter 4:--Continued)'
Marshall county, Ky., subject to
the road
took
marines
Fifth
the
Later the battalion knew what
The TribihrieLDemocrat is auth- the action of the Democratic
and, after them, the Sixth. "None
orized to annoace the candidacy party in the primary election, had happened on July 15, when of the wagons, or the galleys—
of J. 11:,,,Allensworth, of Mc- Saturday, August 6, 1927.
the litiche. made his. final cast don't see the; machine-gun outCracken county, for the office of
across the Cnampagne.country to- fits, either", oh,erved the lieut.
Commonwealth's Att trney ofr the
ward Rheims and Epernay; and chant of the Forty-ninth comMarshall Students
2nd Judicial district, subject to
his sto'rm divisions surged to the pany, locking hack from the
Honored at Murray Marne, and stayed. and lapped crest of the first low hill. Here
the Democratic primary, 4ugust
6, 1927.
havink
halted,
around the foot of the gray moun- the battalion
Miss tain ,of Rheims, and stayed. Just marched for half an hour, to
Murray, Ky., Marcr 10
The Tribune-Demoorat is auth- Manel Tyree, daughter of Mrs. now the battalion eared for none tighten slings and settle equiporized to announce- the candidacy Vett Tyree,
and Miss Leola of these things. =It /had had no ment for real business of hiking.
of H. B. Holland, of Marshall Franklin, daughter
of
Fred supper; it faced a crowded trip "They -may get up tonight, chow
county, for the office of repre- Franklin, both of Marshall coun- to uncertain duration, and was and all — wonder how far we
sentative of Marshall and Lyon ty, were among the second schol- assured of various- discomforts came, an' where we're goin'. No,
counties, subject to the Demo- astic rating students of the Mur- after that.
sergeant -- can't send for water
cratic primary. August 6, 1927. ray State Teachers' College for
Well accustomed to the ways here — my, canteen's empty, too.
the ,semester of 1926-27 which of war, the men growled horribly All 'I know about it is that we
The Tribune-Democrat is auth- closed February 1, according to as they crammed into their ap- seem to be in a hurry."
orized to announce the candidacy an announcement from the reg- pointed chariots; while the ofi- The battalion moved off again/
ef Joe ,L. Price .of 'McCracken istrar's office this week.
cers inexorably loaded the best and the major up forward set. a
county for the office of Circuit , Miss Tyree, a junior in the col- part of a platoon into each cam- pace all disproportionate to his
Judge, of the 2nd - Judicial dis- lege, and Miss Franklin, fo the ion, the dusk hiding their grins short legs. When the first salt
trict, subject to the Dernocratio high, school department, were ac- of sympathy. "Get aboard! get came, the uaual ten-minute rest
primary, August 6 ,1927.
credited with having made no aboard! Where'll you put yo' out of the hour was cut tq five.
grade iess than B for the last se-, pack? Now what the hell do I "Aw hell! forced march!" "An'
The Tribune-Democrat is au- mester. This, rating is equal to know about yo' pack — want a the lootenant had forgot everythorized to announce the can- a numerical standing of between special stateroom an' a coon val- thing but 'close up! close up!"—
6idacy of Henry H. Lovett, of 85 and, 95 per cent: Only five laY,. do yuh; yuh—!" The ser- Listen at him—"
Marshall county, or the office of students of the college and high geants didn't grin. They swore, The camions had set them
Commonwealth's Attorney for school' attained the first , rate and lie men swore, and they down in a gently rolling country,
having made no raged altogether. But, in much unwooded, and fat with ripening
the Second Judicial district, sub- ranking of
ject to the Democratic primary, grade less than "A".
less time than it took to tell about wheat. Far acroos it, to the
Rex Allison, son of E. S. Alli- it afterward, the men were loadr north, blue with distance, stood
Aug. 6th, 1927.
son, of Birmingham, also gather- ed on. The officers were skilled a great forest, and toward this
The Tribune-Democrat is au- ed the second rating distinction. and prompt in such matters.
forest the battalion marched,
These students were caled bethorized to announce the canWizened Annamites from the talkative, as men are in the first
didacy of Edgar T. Washburn,'of fore the asembly of the school colonies of France drove the hour of the hike, before the slings
McCracken county, for the office Monday and commended by Pres- camions. Presently, with clangor of the pack begin to cut into
of Commonwealth's Attorney for ident Wells for the record they and much dust, they started their your shoulders. . . "Look at them
the Second Judicial district, sub- had made.. Mr. Wells urged the engines., • and thee camion train poppies in the wheat,"— "They
ject to the Democratic primary, student body to strive to reach jolted off down the river road.
ain't as red as the poppies were
the standard set „ by these stuAug. 6th, 1927.
They left the river, and by th the mornin' of the 6th of June,
dents who, while receiving schol- testimony of the stars it seemed when we went up to Hill 142—"
The Tribune-Democrat is au- astic honors, are among the - stu- to the lieutenant of the Forty- "Yep! beginnin' to fade some.
thorized to announce the candi- dents active in campus organi- ninth that they were hurrying It's gettin' late in the season."
•dacy of A. N. Duke, for the office zations.
beginnin' to fade some
north. Always, on the right, the
far horizon glowed with thefires myself—this guerre is wearin' on
of war — flares, signal lights, a man . . . remember how they
gtm-flashes from hidden batter- looked in the wheat that morph'',
ies; the route paralleled the line. just before we hit the Maxim
The lieutenant visualized his guns?—red as blood—" "Pore
map: "Follewin' the salient a- old Jerry Finnegan picked one
round—to the north—the north— and stuck it in the buckle of his
Myer-Both Full Feature Advertising Service
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WHEN'S A SPOT NOT A SPOT?
When Owen Bros., Removes It.

from an attack of ear trouble.
Mr. Norman Moore of Gilbertsyule was here' Sattirday on busi(Carried over from last week) ness.
Rey. H. C. Barnes filled his
Mr. Charley carat and Me.
regular appointment at the Bap- Rudy Cooper of Chicago, III., are
tist hurch Sunday and Sunday- visiting their Darefint. Mr. and
night.
Mrs. C. C. Cann, and Mr. and
The community is looking for- Mrs. Coutiney Cooper.
ward with pleas,ure to the comiog
Messrs. Roy Coidsey, csrlisle
f Mr. Galen H. Gough's enter- Ruley, Charley Courney and Wit-)
tainment .which will be held at lie Ham of R. R. Signal Service
school
building next Saturday is home for a Jew days.
night. A home boy.
Mr. Hiram A Brock ,of Graves
Mr. Harry Harrell left Friday county spent Saturday and Sun-4
for Detroit to be gone for a Unit day here guest of relatives
indefinite.
Mr. John E. Greer and Mr,
Mrs. W. IT. Young and Mrs. Mary Hutt were in Paducah Fri
Bud Dezern were in Paducah Fri- day.
day on business.
Mr. Fay Solomon was among
Mrs. G. L. Draffen and Miss the boosters for our basket ball
Maurice Hopirood were in Padu- teams in Paducah Friday.
cah Wednesday on business.
Miss Mabel Miller and brother,
Miss Nina Btirtradell was here Felix spent the week end in PaFriday enroute for LaCenter.
ducah visiting relatives and at-1
Mr. Wurt Bureadell of Palms tending the basket ball games.
was a business visitor here FriMr. and Mrs. Jack Watson of
days
Paducah visited Mn, Watson's'
Miss Irene Wallace was in Pa- mot4r. Mrs. Bob Ham Saturdayi
ducah Saturday attending basket and Sunday.
ball tournameint.
Mr, and Mrs. Chas. Williarzki
Miss Mayme Nash and Mr. and left Sunday for Chicago from
Mrs. G. L. Draffen visited friends there to Iowa for indefinite time.
in Paducah fiunday.
Mr. J. G. Smith of Benton was
Mr. Paul Tichenor and son mixing among his friends Sunday.
Billie were in Paducah Friday.
Miss Zemoroude Dellaven_ ilg
Mr. Tichenor
is convalescing home from St. Louis havirg rofict
'I

CALVERT CITY

bombs,•pile after pile of rifle
ammunition,
and machine-gun
and cases of hand-grenades and
pyrotechnics. There were picketof cavalry, and park, after
park Of artillery, light and "heavy,
There were infantrymen with
stacked rifles.
straight
led
The highway
through the forest. Many roads
emptied into it, and from every
road debouched a stream of
horses, men and guns. The battalion went into columns of twos,
then into columns of files, to
make room. On the left of the
road, abreast of the marines,
plodded another column on foot
—strange black men, in blue
greatcoats of the French infantry
and mustard-yellow uniforms under them.
The sultry afternoon passed
wearily, and at six o'clock the
battalion turned off the road,
shambling and footsore, and restwater and filled their canteens.
ed for two hours. They found
A few of the hardier made shift
to wash. "Gonna smear soapsuds
an' lather all over me — the hospital corps men say it keeps cff
mustard gas." But most of ths
men dropped where the platoon
broke ranks and slept. Battalion
H. Q. sent for all company commanders.
Presently the lieutenant of the
Forty-ninth returned, with papers
and a map. He called the company-. officers around him, and
spread the map on the ground.
He spoke briefly.
"We're in the Villers-Corttereta woods — the Forest de Retz.
At H hour on D day, which I
think is tomorrow morning, although the major didn't say, we
attack the Boche .here"—pointing
—"and go on to here — past the

BERRY CRATES
Sealed Bids will be received by J. R. BB \J)( i\
for furnishing berry crates to growers at Bent on. Kent tisk%
up to and including noon. March 24th. Bids- shall be for
price above cost to Ben-y Association at Paducah'. Ky. Bidders must assume responsibility for low- of crates until delivered to grower and credited by the Association.
Bond for faithful performance of contract required
For further information see committee
J. R. BRANDON
G. F. F1SER
H. H. LOVETT
A. L McGREGOR
J. M. BOLTON
'C. B. COX
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Spring is Here

51ateness of the fabric, we'll remove it completely.

R. E. FOUST
Dentist

The low cost of this servies is
repaid in the better appearanee
and extra wear of your clothes.
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Let Us Show You
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Chemilet stands unchallenged as
the world's largest producer of gearshift trucks.

100 Patterns
At Reasonable
PRICES
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/ Chevrolet Trucks \
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Gear Shift Trucks
Nil: in 11e World
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ItIs WallPaper Time

i
send yotfr, clothes
Simple. Just
,
to Owen Bros. And regardless of
the nature of the spot or the deli-
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With its powerful valye-in-h.ead
motor—now equipped with an AC
'oil filter and AC air cleaner; with a
6.inch channel steel frame, super.
rugged rear axle and modern 3-sprecf
transmission, recently improved—
Chevrolet Truck is praised by
users everywhere as the greatest
commercial car value of all time.
Come in and sec the truck that has
won worldwide leadership. Learn
why it has given'such supreme satisfaction to so many users of every
type—big fleet operators and individual owners.
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Chateni
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‘4-TonTtruck $3
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"From Foundation to Roof, We Have It!"
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from an attack of ear trouble.
Mr. Norman Moore of Gilbertsville Was here Saturday on business.
Mr. Charley Cfinn and Mr.
Rudy Cooper of Chicago, Ill., are
visiting their barents. Mr. and
Mrs. C. C. Cann, and Mr. and

BIRMINGHAM

GILBERTSVILLE

BERRY CRATES
Sealed Bids will he received by J. R. BRANDON
for furnishing berry crates to growers at Benton. Kentucky,
up to and including noon. March 24th. Bids shall be for
price above cost to Berry Association at Paducah. Ky. Bidders must assume responsibility for loss of crates until delivered to grower and credited by the Association.
Bond for faithful performance of contract required.
For further information see committee—
J. R. BRANDON
G. F. FISER
H. H. LOVETT
A. L. McGREGOR
J. M. BOLTON
C. B. COX
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Murray Normal spent the
pleted her course in Technical mond Washburn, Quinton Ryan, given Mr. and Mrs. T. J. Vickers ing the
at home.
end
week
home
Elvin Baker, Elwood Lqe, Ethell last Fri'day evening at the
Laboratory.
of this place
Merchants
The
Iitr. Roy • Boyd of Benton was and Ardeal Birdsong,) Corbett of Mr.' and Mrs. Boyce Howard,'
old
car
load of chickfirst
and
friends,
made their
a' pleasant caller here Wedneaday. Collie, Raymond Anderson, Phil- by both young
(Carried over from last week)
Dover,i
for
leaving
were
they
season last
as
this
and Edgar Wallace, Chester
en shipment for
Miss Reba Gillahan of Gil- lip
Rev. H. C. Barnes filled his
Higgins, Johnnie Lowery, Mil- Tenn., Saturday.
Thurlay.
bertsville was the guest of Mr. burn and l'aul Holley, Early Clay
regular appointment at the BapMisses Fauvia Hall, Arline
S%everal from here spent Mo and Mrs. Roy Coursey Sunday. Cates and Earl Karnes. Old Fieldson, Messrs. Lionel Carter
tist hurch gunday and Sunday
Pain
was
Harrell
John
Mr.
timey party plays Were features and Jim Gillahan who are attend- day in Benton.
night.
doe:th Fridav on business.
of the evening.
The community is looking for- Mrs. Courtney Cooper.
Master William Roy Draffen,
Mrs. Orb Malone and children
ward with pleasure to the coming
Messrs. Roy Coursey, Carlisle little son of Mr. and Mrs. M. J.
Oklahoma are
of Mr. Galen H. Gough's enter- Ruley, Charley Coursey and Wil- Draffen is confined to his bed of Davenport,
and
relatives.
friends
visiting
tainment .which will be held at lie Ham of R. R. Signal Service again with severe cold.
Mrs. J. C. Hill of Detroit is
school building next Saturday is home for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Chas Duncan visiting relatives.
Mr. Hiram Allcock of Graves motored to Briensburg Sunday afV. A. STILLEY, JR.
night. A home boy.
Miss Luiclle Birdsong spent'
Mr. Harry Harrell left Friday county spent Saturday and Sun- ternoon.
Saturday and Sunday nigh wtith
for Detroit to be gone for a time day here guest of relatives.
Miss Mildred.Little and brother her parents of Gilbertsville R. 1.
Mrs.
and
,k
Greer
Dentist
Mr. John
indefinite.
Joe Bill spent the week end in
Miss Mabeline Cox went to.
Mrs. W. J. Young and Mrs. Mary Ilust were in Paducah Fri- Paducah.
Benton Saturday afternoon.
Bud Dezern were in Paducah Fri- day.
Mr. and Mrs. D. C. Sargent of
The banquet given by aide No.
among
was
Mr. Fay Solomon
day on business.
Little Cypress was a pleasant 1 of the contest was a grand sucMrs. G. L. Draffen and Miss the boosters for our basket ball visitor here funday.
is now located
cess. Games were the features of
Maurice Hopgood were in Padu- teams in Paducah Friday.
Mr. Street Forrester has re- the evening, after which' dainty
Miss Mabel Miller and brother turned from Detroit and Cincincah Wednesday on business.
refreshments were served. Those
Mies Nina Burtradell was here Felix spent the week end in Pa- nati after a few months absence.
in
present were: Misses Clara Watducah visiting relatives and at- His friends are glad to see him
Friday enroute for LaCenter.
HolVida
Heath,
kins,
Laverne
Mr. Wurt Burradell of Palma tending the basket ball games.
using no
now and
walking
Cox, Valeta Joe
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Watson of crutches, having lost his foot in land, Mabeline
was a business visitor here FriPauline
Birdsong,
Fields,
Lucille
Paducah visited Mrs. Watson's railroad accident and he now has
day.
STILLEY• DRUG STORE
and
L.
Travis
Mary
Bohanon,
Miss Irene Wallace was in Pa- mother, Mrs. Bob Ham Saturday an artifical foot.
Professor
Harrison.
Virginia
ducah Saturday attending .basket and Sunday.
Mr. Marvin L. Cowell of Padu- Smith. Messrs. Hayes Henson,
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Williams cah was here on business Mon ball tournament.
Early Clay Cates, Dan Clayton,
Miss Mayme Nash and Mr. and left Sunday for Chicago from day.
Good Teeth —Good Health
Virgil Provine, Henry V. WilMrs. G. L. Draffen visited fri'ends there to Iowa for indefinite time.
Mr. Whit Hopgood is visiting liams,
and
Murrql
Gohee
Mr. J. G. Smith of Benton was his mother Mrs. B. F..Hopgood
in Paducah Funday.
Thomas J. Heath.
$.unday.
friends
his
among
mixing
son
and
Mr. Paul Tichenor
and sister Maurice Hopgood.
Messrs. Frank and William
Billie were in Paducah Friday,I Miss Zemoroude DeHaven is
spent the week
Heath
is convalescing home from St. Louis having cornMr. Tichenor
home.
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pile of rifle
helmet--1 seen it in his tin hat bombs,' pile after
,
'ammunition
-after he was killed, there behin' and machine-gun
and
-grenades
of hand
the hill-- I'll always think about and cases
. There were picketpyrotechnics
poppies an' blood together, as
cavalry, and park after
bang as I ,live—" This last from lines of
light and heavy.
artillery,
park of
little THU, the lieutenant's orderThere were infantrymen with
stacked rifles.
straight
as y•,11 live — that's
led
The highway
_..00d!" gibed Corporal nair of through the forest. Many roads
company headquarters group. emptied into it, ad from every
'
-1)0n.* You know by now how ex- road debouched a stream of
— the horses, men -and guns. The bat!,ThIable You bucks are
icutenant heard, and remembei- talion went into columns of twos,
it. oodly enOugh, in a crowded then into columns of files, to
7r , rnent the next day, when he make room. On the left of the
t,•st the two of them to a hard- road, abreast of the marines.
foight Maxim gun. -plodded another column on foot
V, wind 4 moved across the ----strange black men, in blue
he.it field : the bearded greatcoats of the French infantry
ed not at all, anti the and. mustard -yellow uniforms unair was hot and der them.
.- ..‘eat trade muddy tunnels
The sultry afternoon passed
thick white dust that wearily, and at six o'clock the
the f.ices of the men. Con- battalion turned off the road,
what .was shambling and footsore. and rest. la'rtzu -:hed
In profane ntonosyl- water anti filled their canteens.
:i‘s came up, and there ed for two hours. They found
.d* rain, with hot A _few of the hardier made shift
▪
.'e r.
rniforms to wash. "(',onna smear soapsuds
h shower, and an' lather all ,oYer me — the hos•
a torture. The man pital corps men say it keeps cfT
Hamc in his miPitard gas." But most of th•, and was quite ill. men dropped where the, platooa
broke ranks and slept. Battalion
hours, the II. Q. sent for all- company comthe f‘rest and mander:4.
...tilling sunshine in
Presently the lieutenant of the
It was A noble Forty-ninth returned, with papers
itr.,nching trees. anti a map. He called' the com!•Irnanition was pany officers around him, and
;sll as a park. spread the map ort the ground.
in the far- lie spoke briefly.
there
TiI.
"We're in the Villers-Cortter.c•d bombs ets woods -- the Forest de Betz.
French s-ld- At II hour on l) day. which I
Pre-, think is tomorrow morning although the major didn't say. we
(11,
- attack the Roche here--pointing
IIPH "and go on to here — past the
(('ontinued on page 6)
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BE SURE TO COME TO BENTON
SATURDAY

GEO. E. LONG

II( n ton, K!,.

Fune) Directors
Embalming

The Lowest Interest Rate in America

Motor Service Free

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY

One Million Dollars to Invest In.

FARM LOANS

Lovett & Lovett, Atty.
•
A. P. ESTE S& C. 0. DECKER, Agents
Benton, Ky.
Lovett Building

.1. P. Stilley•

Fred l'ilbeek

INSURE YOUR PROPERTY

• (Carried over from last week)
School is progressing nicely.
The grades will be out Marc 11. (Carried over from last week)
A house belonging to Mr. and
for this term, while the high
school will be out in April. We Mrs. Hurst Timmons burned Friall hate to see the school term day evening between 7 and
end, although vacation will be clock. Mr. and Mrs. Evans had
good. Next year we will have a moved:from the house the day belarger school, due to the fact of fore. The origin is- unknown.
They had some. insurance.
our four year high school.
You may insure your property and never have a
The following people were busiMiss Lynda West of Benton
fire; .but you have still gained for the protection is worth
spent the week end with Miss ness visitors in Paducah last Natall the cost.
Loral Newton of Gilbertsville urday, Mr. and Mrs. John Timmons and little son; Ws. Nora
Route I.
If you don't come ro Benton Saturday 'you haven't
A Fortunate Calamity,.a,three Vickers, Burnice Maddox and
an earthly chance to get a Gold Piece. If you do come you
act comedy will be presented at sister. Miss Elta Mae, Mr. and
may be one of the 24 fortunate people who will get one.
the Birmingham high school au- Mrs. S. C. Jones.
were
reports
following
The
ditorium Maturday night, March
We have a ticket here for you and each member of
12, by the high school students. given from each Sunday school
the family whowomes with you.
here last Sunday. Baptist 98,
Cast of Characters
33,
visitMethodist
Mrs. Marian Merkle. a proud visitors two;
ors, 4; Christian, 33, visitors 1.
mother — Pauline Bohanon.
Mr.' and Mrs. T. J. Vickers left
Alta, her daughter whose desire is to become ricb -- Mabel- Saturday a. m. for Dover, Tenn..
where Mr. Vickers has employine Cox.
Benton, Ky.
Ruth, just a plain girl—Luicille ment as foreman on hard road
,building.
Collie.
EVERYBODY GETS 17 TICKETS ON
Kate Van Tyle, a good natured 4 Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Martin are
'sick at their home of tonsilitis.
cook — Lucille Birdsong.
THE GOLD; THAT'S THE LIMIT. BE
C.
I.
on
fireman
Houston,
G.
G.
Dinah•Johnsing, a servant
SURE YOU GET YOUR 11 AND HAVE
R. H. with headquarters in PaduMary L. Travis.
AN EQUAL.CHANCE WITH ALL.
Rastus Johnsing. an honest pih spent Monday with his sister
B.
Kennedy.
W.
Mrs.
coon — Virgil Provine.
A surprise pound supper was
Joe Brown, a revenue officer—
Murrel Goheen.
jovial
a
Bernard Gullion,
young man — Dan Clayton,
Albert Campbell, who plays a
crooked game— Thomas J. Heath.
Everybody invited. Admission
15 and 25 cents. This is the play
without a kiss. Come make this
a fortunate time for our school.
Misses Virginia Harrison and
Kathleen Benton spent Friday
night with Miss Mary L. Travis.
Misses Elizabeth Holland and
spent Sunday
Clara Watkins
night with Miss Vida Holland.
Messrs. Burnett and George
There will
Holland, Gilbert Henson and R.
You are
A. Travis were in Benton Monbe Music
day on business.
Most
Misses Ruby' Harrison and
and Beautiful
attended the
Fannie Burnett
Cordially
community meeting Friday night.
DecoratA large crowd attended the
Invited
community meeting Friday night.
of
ions!
given by Murray Normal Stuto Attend!
one
it
dents. Everyone: reported
of the best eyery given. •
Mr. and Mrs. T. L. Wallace and
children who have been living
winter
during the
in town
months will move back to their
farm this week.
Malcolm Heath who is attendby Living
ing the Murray Normal, spent
'the ,week end with his parents,'
Models
Mr. and Mrs. Reid Heath of Benton Route 7..
in our
R. N. Cornwell of Paducah was
in our town Saturday in linsia(y-to.
ness.
ii ti 11' 1)(pt.
Miss Lucille Collie who has
been absent from school has now:
it'OM
returned.
Miss Pauline Bohanon was in
2: 10 anti/ 11 P. 11.
Paducah Friday.
inBenMrs. Reba Smith was
tcn Monday.
i
Mr. Ernest Karnes spent the
week end with Mr. and Mrs,
Doyle Collins.
Mis4 Hattie ,Lee Stone delightfully entertained a number of
her friends with a party Saturday night, at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mils. W. IL
Stone on Gilbertsville . Route 1,
Those present were: Misses Mattie and Laverne Baker, Mamie
Bell Lee, Vida Holland, Mary
Lucille Travis, Abigale Ryan,
Lucille Collie, Irene Smith, Lucille ar4, Luella Birdsong, Vera
1927—Rudy's Biggest Ever Year
Holley and Hattie Lee Stone.
Messrs. Milton Downing, Charley Ray Bohanon, Bill and Ray
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Chevrolet stands unchallenged as
the world's largest producer of gearshift trucks.

MORE THAN
116.1.

100 Patterns
At Reasonable
PRICES

Treas Lumber Co.

c. EVROI.ET

With its powerful valve-in -head
t these
motor—now equipped with an AC
Low Prices!
oil filter and AC air cleaner; with a
6-inch channel steel frame, super- 71-Tonirruck
Stake Body $680
rugged rear axle and modern 3-speed
improved—
1.Ton Truck $7
transmission, recently
Panel Body g
by
praised
is
Truck
the Chevrolet
1-Ton Truck
Cab and $6
users everywhere as the greatest
°unions
commercial car value of all time.
1-Ton Truck $495
Chassis
Come in and see the truck that has
1A-TonTnick $395
Chassis
won worldwide leadership. Ledrn
All pricei f.o.b. Flint, Mich.
why it has given such supreme satisIn •ddition to these low
faction to so many users of every
prices Chevrolet's delivered
prices include the lowest
type—big fleet operators and indihandling and financing
charges avallabla.
vidual owners.
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New (Sprin Fashion.‘

.

1, II

Let Us Show You

Opening

GEARSHIFT TRUCK
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Dan Lovett, of Route 6, was al urday here with relatives and! netts Wednesday.
G. M. NeWton, of Gilbertsville
Tom Burkhart on Benton Route
visitor here Wednesday.I friends.
business
Route 1, transacted business in
was in town Monday on busi1,
Gilbertsville
i
of
Ward,
Marvin
W.
,of
H..
Mrs.
Johnson
and
Mr.
Tuesday.
Benton
ness.
busion
Hardin Paducah spent Friday and eat- Route 1, was in Benton
of
Plentie Lovett,
Route 2, was in Benton on business Friday.
The Men's Glee Club, of the
Mr. and Mrs, W, C. Dyke, of University of Kentucky, numberFloyd Lamb, of Route 7, Was
In town on business Wednesday. ,1Route 9, were in Benton shopping ing 27 singers, will be presented
at the Murray State Normal auE. C. Dycus is able to be back' Wednesday morning.
Monday night, the 21st.
Herbert Noles, of Route 9, was ditorium
in his store after a prolonged
field, garden and
your
Buy
mornhere
Wednesdaw
j a visitor
illness.
fence at Morgan & Heath.
poultry
ing.
Albert Nelson of Paducah,
Mrs. Laura Straw was the
Ladies if you want to see a new
spent Monday afternoon in Benassortment of 9 x 12 Velvet and guest of Mrs. Corinne Pederson.
ton.
Special prices on cotton mat- l'ongoleten Rugs drop in at in Murray, Thursday.
Harris & Holley are moving
tresses, springs, and cane bottom Morgan & Heath.
barber shop today (ThUrstheir
chairs at Morgan Si Heath.
prinProf. Walter C. Jetton,
the basement o'f the Gatto
day)
acschool,
high
Tilghman
ipal
of
Murray,
of
Connor,
Mrs. Italy
building. The buildlin-Fergerson
will be in Benton Friday to start companied the Paducah school deon the south
vacated
they
jog
night,
Tuesday
here
organization of a musical comedy bating team
will be
square
court
the
Roy and Newt Coursey,of Cal- 'side of
which she will stage here at ai?
Stilley.
Doctors
by
'occupied
early date 'under the auspices of Vert City, were visitors in town
If you are in need of a new
Wednesday.
the Music club.
For 20 years we have been Sell- 1Range cook stove, furniture or
Mrs. M. A. Hartley and grandsee Mordaughter, Miss Lunelle, visited ing the best grades of field _and anything for your home
Heath.
&
gan
&
Heath
Morgin
her daughter. Mrs. L W. Starks, garden ;seeds.
J. V. Walker, •of Route' 4, was
The Woman's Club will meet
and family Monday.
on business Friday, ,
here
E. R. Cross, of Route 7, was Thursday:afternoon at the realBuckhart, of Route 1,
Tom
A.
G.
Thompson.
Mres.
of'
• de,nce
here on, business Tuesday.
business in , Benton
transacted
Remember when you go or send
If you hear of any firm that
Monday.
claim they are underselling us to Morgan & Heath for a burial
Buy your poultry supplies.feed
on anything we handle, don't be- outfit you will be sure to find
from Morlieve it until you let our prices. the quality you want at a price and poultry medicine
Heath.
&
gan
you wtll be willing to pay.
Morgan & Heath.
B. L. Trevathan and Willie
C. N. Holley, of Route 7, was
H. L. Dyke, of Route 9, was in
Midyett motored to Mayfield on
in town on business Friday.
town on business Wednesday.
business Wednesday afternoon.
Morgan & Heath are Funeral
Directors and Embainters and
answer all calls day or night.
A number of farmers from the
Joppa school district, east of Hardin, were in Benton Tuesday after building material for the new
school house now being constructed.
H. L. Smith and son, Clyde, of
Hardin, were business visitors in
Benton Wednesday afternoon.
We stand ready to serve you, no matter where
For plow gearing, plow lines,
strings, single trees see
home
you are.. Our complete and Modern motor equipment
Morgan & Heath.
makes all parts of Marshall county. We offer a thoroughIt. W. Byers and son and L. E.
ly reliable and far reaching service and our motto is to
Byers of Hardin Route 2, were
business visitors in Benton Tuesrender a type of service that will win the friendship, and
day.
THIS SPACE CONTRIBUTED BY THE FOLLOWING FIRMS AND INDIVIDUALS.
good will of all, the people.
We are making special prices
on furniture, rugs and floor
coverings. Morgan & Heath,.
Commonwealth's Attorney'Jack
E. Fisher, of Paducah, ,Was a
visitor in Benton Wednesday afternoon.
Lawrence Young, of Gelvert
Route 2, transacted business in
Benton Wednesday.
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You Need the
Influence of the
Church in Your Life

milIFONW-111=11•01.1•01

The spirit of Spring pervades this great store! ThtNiugiu
This Store is redolent with Spring'S 'newest m )des, Sprit
and these same decorations are seen again in every possib
most fashionable season is upon us— and we are ready!

We cannot stress too cordially how welco
gold piece. The entirertown has made p
ery place in town. It is genuine pleasure
same spirit the town extends it.
We have taken special pains to make this.
of service to you. Let us check your pc
every sense of the word.' Special rest ro
'Please remember that this day is panne
gold; that you are not obliged to bluy a
that you be sure to get your 17. We Will
Everybody come, bring all your folks ar

Not only does the'church need and merit your support but
even more do you need the influ3nce of the church in your life.
You can exist without the church, yes; but it is difficult to
truly live without the church.

The church of your choice is anxious to help you make your
life worth more worth while, to realize the finer, truer, nobler
things of life—the things that bring true happiness, the only
happiness.

Service...

,••••

Determine that you shall, with eaCh.member of your family,
attend Sunday school and church services each Sunday when
it is at all possible. Take a part in the activities that mean
tnost to the community in which you live.

•

Funeral Directors & Embalmers

._4,4I l.i t.:„4.
in,
ugyour
Plon

Now at

"The Old"

BANK OF BENTON
Resources over SU Hundrc I Forty Thousand Dollars

L

Paris-inspired Frocks — NCH.
Fabrics in Coats — Trig
Suits—Smart Hats.'

Solon L. Palmer, Cashier

$40

iMwittrs

M
21...._

INCORPORATED•..

.7-rci)(en:s and aqys'TVearltri ,
Paducah, Ky.

Men

Underwear and Accessories.
,

Every V6 oman loses fine, fresh new.
styli, Oat are
lingerie, and the outer accessocieo
h dress.
so neces'ssrs for correct and
and
complete
sttlish,
Our shosIng is nes,
reasonahl priced.

SPRING HATS

All smart hats in colors to match c%en
Spring costume. There are intere-I iz
sts les and ne‘‘ materials—the tspe Fifth
.1% en ue show ing.
Large. small and regular head ,ize, in
hats for sports and business as stell adressier •models for forme! occasion. The
largest and most comprehensise displ:fs
Dist inct is e and authentic - sts les for Spi
shossn at .$5 and up.

SPRING HATS—

.It comes in many shades and in all the season'ti smartest authentic styles. ... And the Worsted-tex Suit is guaranteed to wear as well as
the best suit you can buy---or we will replace it.
Come in yourself, ... and see.

CARE OF IT!

tne.h.
ir ing
-.pod cni

—Is Important—
In this enlithtened age of knee length
skirts and spring htek.ses it heboo‘es every
woman to wear the finest hose possible.
New Spring shades in hose that wear.

The . Worsted-tex suit is tailored for the well
dressed man, of the kind of cloth you see in
made-to-order elothea.

IT WANTS YOUR BUSINESS A N D WILL TAKE G 00 D

sIIIRTIN
rh kory

When Spring Aree:es Blow— I
CORRECT HOSIERY

Today you can wear a Worsted-tex suit and
dress with all the taste and .dressiness and dignity that truly should be yours ... at moderate
cost.

- This bank offers you all the services of a sound financial
institution.

32 inch
per tart

Authentk garments— a vk ondrou, selection! These models will meet your •individual /weds esactly and will come within what you, expect to pay for a new Coat and
Frock. Fascinating new Fashion. of beauts and brilliance. reasonabls priced. The
materials are soft, 'snappy fahjjes and
sports materials. Uncommonly indisidual
models. Sizes and styles for Women and
Misses at this los price.
A gorgeous array of sew voiles,
ginghams. percales and silk and cotton mixtures—all .being placed out and piled .high on the tables in our big yard goods
see(ion.

V017 may not want to pay $60 to $100 for
a suit.

This bank is particularly fitted to serve you. It's officials
are of men of many years experience and thoroughly grounded
in the principles of business and directed by the .1„ policies of
sound and helpful service.

r (,7. B.
best (Au
feat her

SPRINGTIME
---Is Dress-Up Time
----tor Milady

The "Custom Tailor"
Type of Suit

An account with a good bank is a recommendation and a
service to you. Your funds are absolutely .protected from loss
and an account of them is accurately kept.

J. D. Peterson, Pres.

9-4 Brown Sheeting, guaranteed full s 1"
9c.
wide, extra special, per yard

You Owe This Much
To Yourself

Every individual needs connection with a good, strong dependable bank.

121,

We can sell only 1.000 yards of this Domes'
tic at this price Saturday.

L. L. Washburn
Riley & Houser
Draffen Motor Co.

BANK CONTACT

Best Qualitt 36** 1.1. Brown Domestic.
cent quality. per . yd.

Good quality, 36- LL Brown Domestic. per
/se
yard

We know that you shall fin -I a welcome at the church of
your choice anywhere in Marsh -1,1 1 county.

Morgan & Heath

Inc

40" Brown Domestic

One ipecial
misses Hats

table

of

Noman*y. and

•
1;,•
4

SPECIAL TABLE of. ladies nes‘est
spring hats, specially priced for this one
day, values to $5 and $6

$3.50

ran.
Ne‘‘
R. rid Oil

:4
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t Tom Purkhart on Benton Route
• friends.
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Ii W. Johnson ,of. Gilbertsville 1. was in town Monday on busiy
SAt-' 1Z,,t1te 1. was in Benton- on busi-
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spirit of Spring pervades this great store! Throughout every brad, roorily aisle_and in every department the dashing, whimsical spirit of this gayest season Of the year abounds.
This Store is redolent with Spring's newest 'Tildes, Spriug's gay, little accessories and Spring's latest conceits. The windows arc like gardens, filled WO flowers and trailing greenery,
and thee same decorations are seen. again in every possible nook and corner throughout the store. tveryyvhere Sprjpg is evident. The new season, the .year's happiest season, the year's
.
;
most fashionable season is upOn us- and we are ready!
,•.

The

,We cannot stress too corgally how weleome you are to Benton this Saturday when, twenty-four persons in the county will receite a
gold piece. The entire town has made preparations to give you a splendid and enjoyable day and you will be cordially welcomed every place in town. It is genuine pleasure to take part in such an occasion and we hope that all of you will accept the invitation in the
same spirit the town extends it.
We have taken special pains to make this, day a SUCCESS for YOU and we will be glad to have you use our store in any way it can be
of service to you. Let us check your packages FREE. Use our store as a resting place. We want you to make our store your store in
every sense of the word. Special 'rest room for the ladies on tie main floor.
Please remember that this day is planned for your entire enjqyment and profit; that each and every one has an equal chance on the
gold; that you are not obliged to buys a single thing anywhere to participate in the drawing.; that you are entitled to 17 ticket, and,
that you be sure to get your 17. We will have plenty,of tickets here.
Everybddy come, bring all your folks and have a real day.

your choice i anxiousi, to help you make your
while, to realize the finer, truer, nobler
• Hngs that bring true happiness, the only
vo.0 shall, with each member of your family,
an,1 church services each Sunday when
Like part in the .activities that mean
;ni:y in which you live.

...... 10c

40" Brown Domestic .

Best Quality 36" Lf, Brown Domestic.' 1234
• 10c
cent quality, per' yd.' '
Good quality, 36" LL Biown Domestic, per
Sc
yard

..ou shall fin a welcome at the church Of
in Marsh il county.

We can sell only 1,000 yards of this Domestic at this price Saturday.
9-4 Brown Sheeting, guaranteed full 81"
29c
wide, extra special, per yard

Fi.:1) BY THE FOLLOWING FIRMS AND INDIVIDUALS.
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the church need and Merit your support but
yoli need the influence of the church in your life..
xist without'the church, yes but it is diffichult to
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8 oz. B. F. Conestoga Bed Tick. This is the
best quality bed tick made, guaranteed
25c
feather proof
32 inch Romper cloth, blue, tan and green,
15c
per yard
SHIRTING, best quality, blue, tan and old
hickory stripe, per yard .
15c
27 inch DRESS GINGHAM in all the new'
spring patterns, plaids, checks and all the'
solid colors, per yard
10c

corroN

BATS-311!* size, White fluffy cot,
89c
ton and quilted
79c
21/2 pound size, 72x90
15c
8 oz. size
25c
Table Oil cloth, white and fancy, yd
220 wt. White back denim, special, per
25c
yard.
;5c
36".,fancy stripe SATEEN, per yd.
SHIRTING,
madras
stripe
silk
32"
29c
50c value, per yard

Silk and Rayon BOP:, $1.00 value .. 59c pr,
$1.00
2 for
29c
Silk and Rayon HOSE, 50c value, pr .
$1.00
4 pairs for
21/2 & 3c yd.
Tobacco Canvas
Sc
Bestquality house canvas, yard
49c
Boys' Blue work shirts
Men's $1.00 value, blue and tan work
79c
shirts
1.0c
1506 inch San-O-Mat rum each
Handkerchiefs,
Blue
and
Men's Red
Sc
each,

101111‘11MMIN111111111111MMIIIIIIIMMIIIIIIMI

L L. Washburn
Riley & Houser
Dratfen Motor Co.
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_Owe This Much
To Yourself
The "Custom Tailor"
Type of Suit
Now at

•••••••
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orsted-tex
s ui i 1 ,
r4,.t.
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•
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li)(1 for

svel'Ir a \Vor-ti.4i tex suit and
and (lig-taste and
otr, .. at no•derate

;

1

$61)

,05

for Milady
Paris-Inspired Frocks - New
Fabrics in' Coats - Trig
Suits-Smart Hats!
Aut hentlc garments=a wondrous selection! These models will meet your individual needs,exactly and will come within
what you expect to pay for a new Coat and
Frock. Fascinating new Fashion:: of beauty and brilliance. reasonably priced. The
materials are soft, snappy fabrics and
sports Materials. Uncommonly individual
models. Sizes and styles for Women and
Misses at this low price.
A gorgeous array of new voiles, dimities, gingharns, percales and silk and cotton mixtures-all being placed out and piled high on the tables in our big yard goods
section.

When Spri0 freezes MowCORRECT HOSIERY
-Is Important
In this enlightened age of knee length
skirts and spring bl4aen it behooves every
woman to wear the finest hose possible.
New Spring shades in hose that wear.

Underwear and Accessories
Every woman loves fine, fresh new
lingerie and the outer accessories that are
so necessary for correct and stylish dress.
Our showing is new, stylish, complete and
reasonably priced.

$40

not want

f•A• the well
t/t1 !OA'
/1

-

in

in malty 4;oli.. and in all the sea;11 ,.•,r autiwntic
h
\nti the Wor,
;suit
,, nlirants,•••1 to u•.;•r as well as
suit you rail
\\ill replace it..
ati,1 SI•P.

All smart hats in colors to match every
Spring costume. There are interesting
styles and new materials-the type Fifth
Avenue•showing.
Large, small and regular head sizes in
hats for sports and business as well as
dressier models for formel occasion. The
largest and most comprehensive display!
• Distinctive and authentic styles for Spring
shown at $5 and up.

SPRING HATSOne special table
misses Hats

of

M. KS
INCORPORATED•

(en:s- and eitys'Wear-

Cost Us $500

es'

It Was
•

Used in Marking
Down Prices
for this Special $100 Gold Day

Here are some
Of the Items
The Pen Point
Pierced
Men's Cotten Sox, a pr.
5c
(Limit 5 pair to a customer),
1 tube Palm Olive Shaving
35c
Cream
and a $1.90 nette Safety Razor
with blade, FREE
Palm Olive Rose Egyptian Talcum Powder, 25c size, Special for
10c
Saturday on/y
(Limit 5 to a customer)

SPECIAL TABLE of ladies newest
spring hats, specially priced for this one
day, values to $5 and $6-

Some one has said "One
drop of ink will make millions
think". If those who .read this
advertisement will use their
judgment of value, their ltridwledge of the reputation this
Store and its Merchandise hold,
our record for truthful advertising, they will realize that this
Day holds wonderful opportunities for savings. Take advantage of this important event.
You'll profit by doing so.

16 lbs. Great Northern Soup beans for $1.00
69c
!Ms. Pure Cane Sugar for
Seed Potatoes, Onion Sets, Seed Oats,
*D. M._ Ferry Garden seed in bulk and
package.
Corno -#tarting mash, growing--mash.
chick Fcratch, lay ing mash, rolled oats,
pearl grit, oyster shells and powdered charcoal, chicken feeders, star points.

woman's and

$1.00

Men!
"Get in the Well-Dressed Circle".

CURLEE CLOTHES
Real Style and Quality
at a Medium Price!

SPRING HATS

$3.50

Paducah, Kyi.

This Bottle of
INK

SPRINGTIME
--Is Dress-Up Time

Good Coffee, 25c Ih; 2Ihs. for

... 45c

Adjustable draft Name, very special at
$1.00 a pair. Collars; collar pads, breetching, check lines, choke and flank straps,
bridles, back hands, hame strings and
wagon .whips.
1. H. C. Disc Harrows, Vulcan and
Oliver Plows and Repairs, American Field
Fence, Garden wire, Barb wire, Smooth
wire' and poultry netting.
Congoleum, 9x12
special
4

beautiful - pattern rugs,
$7.50

Be sure to get our prices on automobile casings and tubes.

9 x 12 Matting rugS

Black Diamond Ranges - best cheap
cast range built.

Plain white plates, per set
-•
Plain white cups & saucers, set

New Perfectiono 0. V1 B. and South
Bend Oil Stoves.

We carry, a full line of builders hardware.

•

$3.95
y •1

75c

That's what you'll find in our newest
offering of (TRUE CLOTHES. Isn't that
what you are looking for in your next suit?
Come in and convince yourself that we
have exactly what you want at a price that
will please you.
Ask about the ('URLEE guarantee.

Snappy Hat Styles for Young
Men
Just arrived-the newest Spring Styles
in the smartest Spring colorings expressly
chosen to match with Spring clothes. Let
us show you our complete stock of the new
models-each is offered in a wide range of
new colors.
Smart Styles in "Friendly Five t$5)"
Shoes for men. Winners in fashion, fit and
price. Soft and silky leatheri all Genuine
Calfskin.
Men find fn this store the latest thing's
and tie best quality for reasonable price in
all that they wear-underwear, shirts,
hosiery, supporters, belts, ties, etc. "You
can find in this store everything a man and
boy wears."
Men's Plow Shries, retan split outing hal,
composition sole, rubber heel, clinch nail-:
ed Mpnson last, extra special for this Saturday only, pair
$1.75
500 pairs Shoes, values to $7.50, your
choice' .
$2.95
1 table Slippers, itot the newest styles, one
to three pair of a kind, values to $7.50,
your choice
$1.95
500 Dress Shirts, values to $2.00, special
for tiaturday only
98c

Special
7
2
1
3
I
1
1

bars Laundry Soap
packages wash powder
can yeanser
cans Pork & Beans
can Hominy
ean Baking Powder
10-qt. Calvan. bucket

75c
TOTAL

$1.30

All for 98e

GATLIN - FERGERSON CO.
BENTON

[Incorporated]
DEPARTMENT STORE

KENTUCKY

Tat TRIM.,
Ky.)
TELE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton,

CALVERT CITY
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Answer Springs Call to the Building Instinct!
Every normal man has the desire to own his own
can
home. It's one of the most-desirable things a man
have and practically every man can have it if he goes
about the matter determinedly.
Your wife and children are entitled to a home they
can call their own—why delay any longer abeut building it. The first thing -is to make all your plans before
kou starts-we'll gladly help you do this without the
slightest obligation. All otu• staff and_tbeir experience
IT.
is at your free command
BE SURE YOU GET YOUR 17 TICKETS ON
THE FREE.GOLD TO BE GLVEN SATURDAY

•

Benton, Ky.
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We'll put this tire on your
••
quickly and correctly.
We'll inflate it to proper pressure. •
- We'll inspect it regularly, after it's
on and running, to make doubly certain•
that you get long and trouble-free mile-•
•
age from it. ,
To sum it all up we'll make it our
job to make you a regular customer by
saving you -time, bother, and tire money.
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Every persdn can have 1 7 tickcs on the $100 in Gold to be giveq
17
away Saairdav;. no one can have more than 17 tickets. Get your

that
..;aturdav or any time before.. An equal chance for everybody here
dav-24 prizes—all free—nothing ti buy. Come, You're ‘Velcome.
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tended preaching
Grove Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Brown have
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moved- to their new home.
Tom Edwards is ill at His home
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and Mr. and Mrs. Hazy Harper;

you would be well. see to your
Faulty kidney action permits toxic material to remain in the blood and .upset the
whole system. Then, one is apt to
have a tired, languid feeling and.
sometimes.a toxic back ache or headache. and often some irregularity of
secretions, such as scanty or burning passages. More and more people
are acclaiming the value of Doan'.
Pills, • stimulant diuretic, in this
condition. For more than forty years
Doan's have been winning favor the
country over. Ask your niiiglitiort

I

elimmation.
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Here Is Good Food
and a Warm Welcome

SHARPE GIRLS CO
INTO SEMI-FINALS

If you get hungry' and thirsty while in Benton the
,,WHITEWAY CAFE is the one place to f
yourself with
tins be:t things at the'most reasonable prices.
We extend a special invitation to all of you to come
GET TOGETHER DAY this coming Saturay, the 19th.
Conic here and get a ticket.

Cox's Cash & Carry

Whether you spend a' penny wit hut; we want you to
feel %elcome and free to come in and ask for a ticket.

Whiteway Cafe
of
011ie Mathis, Mgr.

6
JIM lain

REMEMBER; EACH PERSON GETS 17
TICKETS. NO ONE CAN GET MORE;
ALL ARE ENTITLED TO THAT MANY.
iE SURE TO GET YOURS.
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Prices LowestQuality Best-

These are facts that make the Ford
the wisest car choice and the car of the
millions from a dollar and cents point of
view. tri addition, however, you have the
beauty and comfort in a Ford that you get
in the higher-priced cars. Either way or
any way you regard the, choice of an
automobile, logic clearly points you to
the Ford. ,
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the lowOur prices are
est, our quality is as high as the best.
When in town call and see us for all kinds
dry goods, shoes and etc.
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are conducting our business on•
•that principle that , "He profits most who•
•
•serves best."
•0
•
We are devoting pur entire time to•
•
•giving you more of better merchandise at 4
0
•less price.
•
•
We're going to reach our goal of 1927•
•
•—OUR BIGGEST YEAR—by making it•
•
•worth your while to come here to fill your•
•needs.
•
•
•

•J. M.Tichenor

Saturday and let us give you 'prompt
and cheerful sales and service on Standard Gas and Oil, Firestone Tires and repairing on your car.
Remember, that you are entitled to
17 tickets. Be sure you get them. We.have
one for you.

Draffen Motor Co.

1••••••••1•••••1••••1110

one of the most desirable things a man can
• pr4lctically 'every: man can have it if he goes
n-qater:Idetet•minedly,
\vitt,.and children . 1-ti• entitled to a home they.
t
vp
why delay 'any longer. about buildfirst thing is to make all your plans before
•,
gladly help you do this without the
:.Igation.. All ou ,;tiT•iiir and their experience
ee command

r

All are cordially invited to come to
Benton Saturday of this week and participate in the Free Drawing for $100 in
Gold. We are glad to extend a warm personal invitation on our part to every man,
woman and child in the county to drive
Oyer and have a free chance on this gold.
Twenty-four lucky persons will re-ceive these prizes, .a total of $100 and
these people will be very fortunate.
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Idaho, Minnesota, Montana, Utah,
Maine, New Mexico and Michigan.
Dr. John M. Cries, Chief and
Mr. James S. Taylor, Assistant in
the Division of Buildings and
Housing of the U. S. Department
of Commerce, in their pamplet,
"How to Own Your Home" re"How to Own Your Home", Atprinted by Better Homes in
tractive Booklet, May Be
America say: "The great majoriof people have a strong desire
ty
Cents.
15
for
Had
to own their home. Some, to be
sure, are forced to move freThe beat kind of a better home quently from city to city, and
is an owned home. Forty-five per others have not saved up enough
cent of the families in this coun- to make the first payment on the
try are home-owners. Do you be- purchase of it home. So there is
long to this group of families always a need of houses to rent.
which own the homes in which But an owned home with its many
they live, or do you belong to the satisfactions is the ideal that
of -families most families wish to secure for
greater majority
in which themselves."
homes
the
rent
which
they live? The Census Bureau of Problems of Home Ownership.
"Many., find the buying of a
the U. S. Department of Commerce reports in its 1920 Census home the largest investment they
over half of the families in this ever make. It is a very important
country as home-renters. States step. A purchase made wisely
vary as to number of families may be the stepping stone to adowning homes. The 10 leading vancement and happiness, while
States according to the 1920 cen- a mistake may cause discouragesus in the order of home ewner- ment and a loss of all one's savship are as follows: North Da- ings.
kota, Wisconsin, South Dakota, "Most men and women who buy

HOW TO FIGURE ON
OWN HOME IS TOLD
BY BUREAU EXPERTS

a house have never done•it before, Own Your Home that home own- Dotson were week end guests of his grand father, uncle Tom Burand are usually unskilled, as ership means high standards and Vernie Elkins and family of near poe.
Several young folks attended
people generally are in the things thrift, and that it makes for self here.
Tom York is errecting a new the candy making at Valcaloe
they do but once or twice in a respect, facilitates wholesome livBenson's Thursday night.
life time. But lack of experience ing and promotes responsible cit- addition to his shop this week.
izenship. Dr. Ford continues:
should deter no one.
Rip Smith of Oak Ridge was
All efforts are being made .tio
facilitates organize a first class base ball a business caller here lag week,
ownership
"The prospective home-owner "Home
who uses his common sense in character development for all of club for Olive this coming season.
J. R. Butler, produce man of
considering the real needs of the reasons given above — but
Miss Eller Watkins was a week Murray transacted business hero
of his family and his ability to also because it gives the family end visitors with Mrs. Effie Hill. Wednesday.
pay, and who checks his own a fresh inceptive for sacrifice
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Norwood
"Uncle" Willis Petway and Guy
judgment by conaulting experi- and a new and high ideal. It properto
shopping in Hardin Friday.
attending
were
were
Henderson
enced persons, may go ahead with vides also the privacy which is
Friday.
Benton
in
business
sonal
Thompson of Paducah,
Galvin
fulthe
for
planning
essential
full confidence. While some risks
Webb Byers of the Hamlet sec- spent the week end here with his
are involved, , as is usually the fillment of life's high purposes."
This handbook "How to Own tion was here Saturday shopping. folks.
case, in obtaining anything worth
Mrs. Dell Brown is o nthe sick
Your
Home," can he purchased in
is
while, the danger of failure
Mrs, Walter Henson and little
this week.
list
relatively small when weighed an attractively illustrated edidaughter were business callers in
Mrs. Kittie Stone returned Sat- Hardin Tuesday.
against the advantages of an tion, for cost price (fifteen
,from Paducah where she
urday
in
Homes
Better
from
cents)
owned home."
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pool were
visiting •- relatives and
been
has
How Much to Pay for a Home America, 1663 Pennsylvania Ave.,
guests of C. Thompson.
Sunday
friends for several days.
In the pairmhlet, How to Own Washington, D. C.
Hardin
of
Watkins
Connie
Your Home,i the six following
Tribune Ads brings results.
spent part of last week here with
pertinent questions have been included which the head of the
family may ask himself before
News is scarce this week and
buying a home.
on account of having our items
1 What is the family's income, 'carried over from last week, we
and what will it probably be next wont be so erratic in space, so
year and the year after?
that both letters may appear.
2 "If business slackens, is he
The Sunday schools decreased
likely to lose his position or have but very little in attendance dehis earnings reduced?
spite the unfavorable weather, al3 "Will anyone else in the fam- though the river was so enlarged
ily be able to earn an income?
that Rev. Lockman was unable to
4 !What does the family now fill his regular appointment at
pay for rent each' year?
the Methodist church.
5 "How much of the income is
Miss Lorene Rudolph who is
being save?
school at Aurora spent
attending
6 "How much could the family
week end here with her parthe
afford to pay out each year in
$1.69
nets, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Rudolph.
$2.50 Stock food (in pails) ...
paying for a house and for the
.67
finished
has
David
just
food
Inman
Stock
$1.00
ocpenses that go with it?"
.17
25c Stock Food
Dr. Cries and Mr. Taylor state: moving to his new home on the
.34
50c Liniment
"The amount that can be paid south side,.
.17
Ross
Willie
at
Liniment
tobacco
delivered
25c
for a house depends partly on
.34
50e Healing Oil
what interest rates are charged Murray Friday.
.17
a
busiLonnie
was
O'Bryan
25c Healing Oil
for the ,money borrowed to make
.17
ness
in
caller
.
last
Benton
week.
Tablets
•
Diarrhea
25c
the purchase and' the rate at
.17
Charles and Cecil Lovett and
25c Egg Laying Tablets.,
which the principal is to be paid
.17
disGregory
Salem
Of
the
25c Poultry Bowel Regulator
off. These fixed payments must Aubrey
SOME
trict
were
here
callers
FOR
business
HAND
THIS STOCK HAS BEEN ON
be met regularly, and they must
be met from the family income. Saturday.
TIME BUT IS IN PERFECT CONDITION.
Miss Mary Carter Walker was
It is, therefore, always best to
leave some margin of safety to the week end guest of Mrs.
This store cordially welcomes you to Benton on Satur24
Wyatt.
Myrtle
provide for illness or otheremerday, Get Together Day, when $100 will be distributed in
roads
rememour
good
Rube
Burpoe
alearte
and
you
for
here
ticket
a
have
gene.
free prizes. We
"If a certain family pay a sixth man spent the latter part of last
ber that you are entitled to 17. No one can have more .
week
the
and
dragging
fixing
of its income for rent, it may be
able to devote one-fourth or more bad Places in our Fair Dealing
to buying and maintaining a road.
Taylor Henderson and John
house, for the amount thus used
of Heights were here FriDotson
savand
rent
both
may include
ings. Rent, or payments on a day enroute to Benton.
"The Drug Store Complete"
T. W. Stone and L. Lamb visitanywhere
home, may require
KENTUCKY.
BENTON,
from one-eighth to one-third of ed relatives and friends near
Maple
Sunday.
Springs
the family income, depending on
Little Reg Wyatt and Riley
the special circumstances in each
•payto
interest
case. In addition
ments and installments on the
principal of a loan, allowance
must be made for renewals and
repairs, taxes, special assessments, insurance, water tax, and
various accesrorics and improvements. Families accustomed to
living in apartments fail to allow for he cost of fuel for heating purposes."
With regard to financing. the authors have said: "The man wh ,
has enough cash to pay in full
for a home has no worries about
financing. Most people, however,
can pay only part of the oriel,
and are obligedk to borrow tho
rest. It must-always be remembered that the more cash one can
pay down on a house the better.
"Borrowing money to buy a
home is no disgrace. On the conways desirable. Many families in
trary, it is normal and in many
meeting payments on a loan have
learned the habit Of saving, and
have continued it as a step toward financial independence.
Most families who buy a home
pay for it out of their own savSpring-time is building time. Make
ings.
"Usually it is desirable for
your plans now for that new home you
them to possess, free from oblihave been wishing for. Bring your list
gation, at least one-fifth, or -20
per cent, of the value of the
of lumber and material needs to us and
house and lot in cash. Whiltbarlet us figure with you on it. We'll let you
rangements often are made .foc
pe the judge of our prices and aiality.
a purchase with less, a larger
cash payment helps to insure a
loan at a low rate of interest
Our business is operated an a close
and one that can be comfortably
paid off."
margin, giving'a maximum of goods and
In the appendix of the pamphservices for minimum prices.
let a table has been drawn showing the values of homes that can
be purchased with specified ipc amps. Incomes from
$3.000 to
Just Give Us a Trial!
$10,000 have been tabulated. The
table also shows typical annual
expenses in the purchasing of
the house and lot. Although the
WE HAVE A "GOLD" TICKET FOR t'01.1
table does not attempt to set up
Drop in to see us at get a ticket on the FREI,
arbitrary standards it is considGOLD to be given away this coming Saturday, the
ered fairly typical, an(l. could be
get
19th. You are entitled to 17 tickets, be sure vou
useful as a basis for estimating
•
the full 17—ALL FREE-2-1 PRIZES.
expenditures.
Subjects such as mortgages, Lr
borrowing from building and loan
asmiciations, paying off the loan 21
by installments have also been
given consideration in the phaM- ffi
phlet. Another section is devbted to property consideration, anARRO-LOCK SHINGLES
other to house plans and construction. Building a house is
compared with buying a house.
"The Home of Good Wood Goods"
disalso
are,
costs
Maintenance
KENTUCKY
dussred.
I3ENTON,
Dr. James Ford, Executive
Director of Better Homes in
America has stated in How to .11

OLIVE

Specials for
Get Together Day

DR. LE GEAR'S STOCK FOODS AND
REMEDIES

Strow Drug Store

We're Broadcasting
A Warm Welcome

TO BENTON AND TO OUR STORE
ON GET TOGETHER DAY
Whether you visit us or not we want to welcome you to
Benton on next Saturday when 24 kucky persons will draw
a gold piece. If you are here you'll have an equal chance
with all to draw a gold piece, if you don't come, you won't'
have any chances at all.
We'll be glad to have you come in to see us for anything in the drug line and for good things at the fountain.

Nelson-Ford Drug Co.
L. ___

Savo'

KENTUCKY.

BENTON,

Jlr i/o.o.fcal Tionaportotion

Welcome To Benton and
Our Garage Saturday
Benton Motor Co. — Chevrolet Dealers—is glad to join in GET TOGETHER
DAY and extends a cordial welcome to
everyone in the County to be here that
day.
We will be pleased to show you the
new Chevrolet models without o_bligation,
And serve you with gas and oil and repairs on your car. Our mechanics are efficient and our prices reasonable.
Be sure to get the 17 tickets to which
you are entitled. We have one for you.

Benton Motor Company
Chevrolet Dealers
QUALITY

AT

LOW

COST
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Welcome to
Get Together

Day!
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THE TRIBU

In Belleau Woods
BY (.ALEN H:GOUGH
Member, 6th Machine Gun Battalion.
U. S. Marine Corps

a

When in the depths of Belleau to battle. Me here and then.
oward
woods one could picture the real I r.cattered, mc ink
as if tbe •
abo
fighting as one of the most pict- woods iicatt4
spe ka into tho
uresque siecenes. First above the. were but irier
e wo s. Inio at
trees, planea could bf seen swoop- i thickness of
into
the endless strea comi g from oning from the clouds down
bombs
ftrest, ;mopping
that point and die ppear g into nr
would seem to tear the souls other. , Then ou Id I e seen t h
from hundreds, as thickly' as men light artillery placing its positio
were scattered in the woods, at the edge o towa firing °v.—
prot tioh. cies,
First, picture a small town on a- the men iriei
hillside. This particular town is t ing the way or tie advancin
Lucy le Bacague. A field of wheat troops. ,
receive.1
leading from it with a land or
Then as or Vr4 W
I
shabby road leading down hill, the front line was e
into a mass of athubbery and from the edge of t C woods coy, ring
Otheliir
this a deep ravine at the edge,1 wide frontier at
theii
leading into the edge ot a thick 1 guns were or Pred tn
patch of woods. Then as if at a 1 way into an ; ivance0
olt 1 tII
point the,woods widened out coy-, form a nest
tt
erini thousands of acres andlfantry men. (1 you Cali
machino gtinnemiles of land. To your right look- danger of t
n'o'
ing from the town a farm -set all I With his squ d of ei4ht
to its self, this farm is called the at the most.
hgsmitit'../
tuisn IT"
h
ng
famous triangle farm. Nearby of the battalin nd.lriT
where the Jewish boy set his , gai-k its fire . otting'lout Ito,. ielt
machine gun and became so at 500 per m nut;.. At 00, the fr nt lin s ot ;the- g;..,famous.
Now we can picture our Pattie. would locate the 41in a•-, 1
,it
po
From this town could be seer tn11141r
thousands of men marching on

ORDERS MARSHALL FISCAL COURT
March 8th, 1.927 ,
Loyd Collie, It. W. '
P. II. Rudolph, R. W.
Roy Rudolph,.11. \V. •
Gee. Edwards, IL W
Dawson Edwards, R. W
Bill Mathis, It: W.
iix(;TAlo.:1;f
Dri,ca
Re
Dent 4;dtvards, It. NV
Depnie Gillihan,
Wes Heights, R. W:
Walter Baker. It. V.P.
Jim Lindsey, team on road
Clarence Baker, R. NV:
Guie Weatherford, R. NV
Virge Walker, B. W.
('.
Ex Herman Cox, NV, Fio:1,
Benton Fillin g Station. .Lirv 1 ,,
•
Supplies, N, ti(
11. A.
•
. If) Ilatt.
A. Miller, FCC,
Ed. I). riannon,
J. .1. Stone, 17 days nicniber
Coursey, 17 Oays ro4.rober P.oa rd ,i .,11,
M.
John A. Green. 17 (itis merntii•r Row'
Frank Lassiter. 17 days mend.i,r Boa ,
Ira. C. Cole, 17 dios member Board
, ant so p
Sam Eley, with 1,
aid Sup •
C. R. Smith. Clerk,
Tribune Dem. Court order.
Tribune 1h•rn. Court orders
Tribune Dem. Forms * Legal Cap
Hardin Trhvis, 1 day witness Fee .1. 11
1•1,
Bank of Marshall C., Def. Clitim 7041,
.me. T. Henson. Paupyrs
J. B. Scoby, Mdse. to date
Chas. Dunn, 10 hours team
'Woodrow Dunn, 7 hours, hand
Chas. Foust, 5 hours team
E. Bean. report, Asberry McCoy trial
C. S. Gibson, assgn. B: B. Roberts, R. W.
C. R. Smith, orders etc.
Benton Light & Power Co., Feb.
W. A. Puese, Fees to date.
Russell Grader Ufg. Co., Repairs
Mrs. Katie Faughn. Right of Way
Jno. GreVory, Right of Way
VI. N. Edwards estate, Right of Way,
C. R. Smith, Use and Benefit, Mrs: ('. A Mc1): niol
C. R. Smith, Jury Witness McDaniel 'caSt'
H. H. Rayburn, Telephone Toll
Henry Ivey, B. W.
VW P. Washburn, 2660 B. L.
Roy Houser, B. W.
Homer Dunn, B. W.
Ed Sargent, 300 B. I. & labor
Fred Thompson, team on R.
1
Tom Folks. 25Ibs. nails
.T. A. Howard. R. W.
Louis Rose, R. W.
Estel Parish, R. W.
Charlie Rayburn, R. W.
John Rayburn, R. W.
Loyd Thompson, R. W.
Paul Anderson, B. W
Tom Hill, R & B.
W. L. Roach, R. W.
Lex English. B. W.
Luther English. B. W.
-Ray Burnham, B. W.
Lewie Bolling, R. W.
F. %V. York. 365 B. L.
Charlie Canup, team 2 days -on R.
Asbury Vaughn. 1 1-2 days steam
B. E. Roberts., R. W. & sharpening 2.picks
Babe Thompson, Pit hand
Lee Cole, Pit hand 1-2 day
John McNatt, team on road
Joe McKindree, R. W.
Y. 'W. Rudd, R. W.
Harlie Canup, R. W.
Noah Henson, B. W.
Will Norsworthy, R. W.
.1. C. & Archie Jeters, R. W.
Spencer Haymes, R. W
M. A. Rudd, Pit hand
Bernie Crouse, R. W
Hester Greer, R. W.
Will Trimble, R. W.
S. J. Rudd, R. W
Arvil McKindree, R. W,
Monroe Cope, Bridge W. and team
Floyd English, B W.
C. W. Edwards, 690 B. L. and labor

1

1.101
- 'S5 •
:1"
1,1
14i

31.
7.
21.
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hikes. for self here.'
holesome
Tom York is errecting a new
.it- ;addition to his shop this week.
:
'it limes :
All efforts are being made to
ilitates organize a first class base "ball
nt for all of club fOr Olive this coming season.
but
Miss Eller Watkins :was a week
ts the family
visitors with Mrs. Effie Hill.
end
for sacrifice
Willis Petway and•Guy
Inci&'
pro,:
ideal. It
vaey which is tienderson were attending to pering the ful- sonal business in Benton. Friday.
Webb Byer's of the Hamlet, secpu
ow to O'w n tion was here Saturday shopping.
Mrs. Dell Brown is as nthe sick
purchased in
list
this week.
ustrated
Mrs, Kittie Stone returned Satrice t fifteen
er Home- . in urday from Paducah where she
has been visiting relatives and
sy va
friends for several days.
of • Hardin
Connie Watkins
spent part ef last week here with
week and
t
ing oar .ems:
!.ist eek. we;
C in rotace,,
V aitpear
.ecreaset;.

his grand father, uncle Tom Burpoe.
Several young folks attended
the candy making at Valcaloe
Henson's Thursday night.
Rip Smith of Oak Ridge was
a business caller here last week.
J. R. Butler, produce man of
Murray transacted business here
Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Norwood
were shopping in Hardin Friday.
Galvin Thompson of Paducah,
spent the week end here with Nis
folks.
Mrs. Walter Heneon and little
daughter were business callers in
Hardin Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Pool were
Sunday guests of C. hompson.

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)

Gives Sound Advice
on How to Keep Health

Specials for
Gei Together Day
DR. LE GEAR'S STOCK FOODS AND
REMEDIES
$1.69
.67
.17
.34
.17
.34
.17
.17
.17
.17
FOR

AURORA

ORDERS MARSHALL FISCAL COURT

SOME

SaturThis store cordially welcomes you to Benton en
21
distributedin
be
will
$100
day. Get Together Day. when
remempleane
and
you
for
here
ticket
free prizes. We have a
.
ber that you are entitled to 17. No one can have mote

Strow Drug Store
"The Drug Store Complete"
KENI'UCKY.

i ENTON.

),

Welcome to
Get Together

_

constant fire of 75s and light we was sorry. Every one played home which is almost completed. the serious condition of Mr. Rob.
Guy Garst was in Cadiz Satur- erts.
artilley would locate our number and seemed to have a real nice
Mrs Leonard Davenport of
day on busines....
and very seldom a man was left. time.
Charley Taylor who has been Hardin is spending the week with
Having been at the poitr_ of
BY GALEN H. COUGH
sick for some t irm. is slowly im- her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Sam
madness, having no ammunition Miss Vida Fooks host WashMember, 6th Machine Gun Battalion,
Ross.
in
three
left
the
proved.
or
two
but
and
birthday
Party.
inton's
U. S. Marine Corps
L. G. Bivens, jr., and Errs
Lee Ilivens has just returned
squad it was necessary to be un- (Carried over from lust week)
a busilotss trip to Bever Worthington took dinner at Tafrom
der cover, therefore digging and
Miss Vida Fooks, of Little CyWhen in the depths of Belleau to battle. Men here and there, "believe me this is where one did
tum's Sunday.
Dam.
a1 scattered, moving toward the not mind digging either." We dug press entertained with\a pretty
,
woods one could picture the re
Hut h Mc Daniel
Miss Reva Cathey spent last
Little Miss
fighting as one of the most pict- woods scattered about as if they what we termed "manholes", just Washington's birthday party at spent part of last week with her week with her aunt Mrs. Emmit
grandmother, Mrs. Lydia Mc- Anderson of Heigh'is,
uresque secenes. First above the were but mere specks into the big enough to get a gun into It her home Tuesday evening.
Roy Johnston was in Benton
sharpnel
beautiDaniel.
was
bursting
the
motif
let
The
to
patroitic
trees, planes could be seen swoop- thickness of the woods. Into an and
Mrs. Temple Tatum who was Monday.
pass overhead or passing bullets. fully carried out in the decoraing from the clouds down into the endless stream coming from one
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell Travis
A favorite pastime of some of tions of the rooms the tellies, very sick last week is now imforest, aropping
bombs
that point and disappearing into an- the boys was to stick up their place cards *and the games play- proving.
have returned from Detroit and
would seem to tear the souls other. Then could be seen the helmet on top of a bayonet and ed. A dainty Ice course was servG. M. Garst is in Murray on are now visiting Mr. and Mrs.
from hundreds, as thickly art men light artillery placing its position to laugh at the cunning of put- ed in the dining room, carrying business this week.
Hardin Travis.
were scattered in the woods. at the edge of town, firing over ting it over the Huns. However out the Black and Yellow colors.
Mrs. Washburn of Hamlet is
Mr. Lancaster of the toad comFirst, picture a small town on a the men giving protection, clear- I must admit, I never got much
the hospi ality pany is now in Murray helping visiting her daughter, Mrs. Reg
Included in
hillside. This particular town is ing the way for the advancing amusement out of this, for I had were: Misses Elizabeth Ho land, with the business on account of Henson.
Lucy le Racague. A field of wheat troops.
much thinking to do as to wheth- Essig Peters, Inez Cornwell, Luleading from it with a land or
Then as ordera were received, er or not I would ever get out of cille Holland, Hazel Smith, Burshabby road leading down hill the front line was established at the manhole alive. For the most line Holland, Mayme Ruth Corder,
into a mass of shubbery and froln the edge of. the woods covering a danger was from the bursting Novel Humphrey, Lucille Harper,
this a deep ravine at the edge, wide frontier at which machine sharpnel overhead, this came Madge Smith, Mrytle SmithAVida
leading into the edge of a thick guns 'were ordered to steal their frcm shells that were timed so Fooka, Lela Greer, Ruby Moore,
patch of woods. Then as if at a way into an advanced position to as to burst overhead reaching Irene hill, Mildred Roberts, Netpoint the woods widened out cov- form ii nest in front of the in- down into such holes.; Then there tie Coursey, 'and Della Davis.
ering thousands of acres and fantry men. So you can see the was the planes droping bombs. Messrs. William Cornwell, Joedie
Severe Stomach Trouble, Dizziness, and Other Serious
miles of land. To your right look- danger of the machine gunner. Such is the beginning of a hot Howard, Joe Bill Little, Carlton
Ailments Quickly Relieved by Tanlac
ing from the town a farm set all With his squad of eight men now battle.
Morefield, Brien HolIand, Homer
to its self, this farm is called the at the most dangerous position
Hill, Paul
Now fb the added/ interest, is Holland, Napoleon
If good health seems slipping from
you; if indigestion, nervousness, and
famous triangle farm. Nearby of the battalion. The gun then be- the orders to go over the top, Walker, Guy Borefield, Calvin
ailments caused by a run-down conwhere the Jewish boy set his ganoits fire spitting out hot 'lead The hardest thing in the warfare Borefield, Jewel Story, Wiiliard
dition torture you, benefit from the
machine gun and became so at 500 per minute. At this sound was for a machine gun to go over Story, Edward Hendricks, Vivian
experience of Herbert Jones, 202
Loudon Ave., Lexington, Ky., an
famous.
the front lines of the Germans the top. Now all is not trenches Story and Clarence Freeman.
employee of the Traction Co.
Now we can picture our nattle. would locate the gun and then and dugouts for when you go
Ile recently said: "My condition'
:
From this town could be seen. their orders were to clean out the over the top you are;just as like,
was unbearable. I watched myself
thousands 'of men marching on nest. Then we would get our. A lY to meet your enefny in a marshy
fade away. Nervousness caused splitting headaches and made it imposplace or open spot aa in a ravine.
sible for me to sleep. I was always
In fact Most of the fighting I (Carried over from last wee}c)
tired. And when I ate I suffered from
Charley Barnett spent Satursaw was not in the trenches. I
indigestion,and constipation bothered
me a great deal.
Wish it had of been for I would dity night and Sunday with his
"I sought relief from my troubles,
have had more to tell instead of daughter, Mrs. Blanch. Henson.
trying this and that without success.
March 8th, 1927
Aurora
eighth
grade
the
The
of
having received a aevere , wound
My sister advised me to try Tanlac.
of fortunate men and women now en.
the battle of the Argon°. school will give a play in the Faxbefore
"In two weeks' time I was feeling
$ .65
Loyd Collie, R. W. .
joying the benefits of good health and
better than I had in months. I eat
was at the BatOe of Belleau on school house Thursday night
It
vital strength,thanks toTanlac,made
9.00
everything without a thought of pain.
P. If. Rudolph, R. W.
woods that few trenches were March, 10.
from mots, barks and herbs.
drove away dizziness caused
Tanlac
6.00
Roy Rudolph, R. \V.
C. H. Bradley spent Saturday
Learn from their experience and
seen, and less into the Battle at
by constipation,'calmed atiy nerves.
1.25
Geo. Edwards, R. W.
good health and strength can be
This great tonic surely saved me from
Soissons and as I remember the and 'Sunday in Murray with his
yours, too. The first bottle of Tanlac
3.00
Dawson Edwards, R. W '
long suffering, banished pain and
most tragical of all fighting the family.
advise everyshowsamazing results. Ask your drugI
strength.
my
up
built
1.25
Bill Mathis, R. W.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Johnson
capture of Belleau Woods could
gist for Tanlac-today! Over 40 milone suffering as I did to take Tanlac."
1.25
Rex Gordon. R. W.
will soon move in to their neW
lion bottles sold.
Mr. Jones is only one of thousands
cover Many intereting facts.
3.00
Dent Edwards, R. W.
Now getting down to the real
1.25
Dennie Gillihan, R. W
fight "To go over the top" and
1.25
,
4311Z
Duncan Gregory, R. W
with a machine gun, and as ;;
1.25 Machine Gunner to carry a heat \
Wes heights, R. W.
4.85
Walter Baker, R. W.
machine gun with the loader
5.50 training with a tripod and the
Jim Lindsey, team on road
.65
Clarence Baker, R. W.
ammunition carriel•S wagging a
2.15 couple of • boxes bf ammunition.
Guie Weatherford, R. W.
2.00
Virgo Walker, B. W.
Then to see in the distarce th,.
7.50 advancing Germans, gun n posiC. E. Howard, Ex. Herman Cox, Wes English, visit Neal in jail
6.50 tion, with the pointed shwtootli
Benton Filling Station, Jury to McDaniel
91.50 .bayonet in readineSs to :dash et
....
H. A. Miller, Supplies, Notices
POPULAR PRICED FASHIONS
61.25 ram into you. Then the thought
H. A. Miller, Fees to date
12.00
Ed. D. Hannon, Repairs, Boiler
of being set and prepared to get
221. BROADWAY.
25.50 your position. "Would the capJ. J., Stone, 17 days member Board of Sup.
25.50 tali 'ever give the command?"
M. L. Courmey, 17 days .member Board of Sup.
26.50 Closer and closer the enemg
John A. Green, 17 days member Board of Sup. .
KY.
PAM( \H.
25.50 would
Frank Lassiter, 17 days member Board of Sup. .
what?
approach-then
25.5() What if the thing was out of orIra. C. Cole. 17 days member Board of Sup.
25.50 der? ,Then closer the mass of
. ...
.
rn Eley. with Board. sup.
25.50 men Would seem, as if yOu could
t . R. .Smith,- Clerk. Build Sup.
newest and smartest styles in
12.60 almost thiow at them-so close
Tribune' Dem. Court orders
10.80 and yet unable to get set. iN
Tribune Dem. Court orders
14.60 the command never come? When,
Tribune Dem. Forms & Legal Cap.
1.00 as if at the last Straw, the last
Hardin Travis, I day witness Fee J. 0. JohnSton
Bank of Marshall Co., Def. Claim 7161, Bond, 19-21-26-27-31-32 10.52 chance, then "In tosition". "Oh,
85.00 Man, what a glorious feeling."
Jno. T. Henson, Paupers ...
6.05 Then, "Ready-Fire."
J. B. Scoby, Mdse. to date .
3.00
Chas. Dunn, 10 hours team
1.05
Woodrow Dunn,..7 hours, hand
Next week I will pick up here
1.05 and in details dekribe the folChas. Foust, 5 hours, team
3.00 lowing of the battle and how the
E. Bean, report, Asberry McCoy trial
20.00 battle of Belleau Woods gained
G. S. Gibson, assgn. B. B. Roberts, R. W.
Exquisite new materials,finely tail9.80 its headway 'in favor of the famC. R. Smith, orders etc.
ored of soft pile fabrics. Very
23.34 ous Sixth Marines.
Benton Light & Power Co., Feb.
141.30
W. A. Duese, Fees to date '
smart... the kind which will be
• 5.39 A SIIIRPRISE PARTY
Russell Grader Mfg. Co., Repairs
worn by the smartly dressed thi§
150.00
Mrs. Katie Faughn, Right of Way
AT R. L. JESSU1'
spring. Offered at the following lo*
100.00
Jno. Gregory, Right of Way
150.00 (Carried over from last week)
v. N. Edwards estate, Right of Way
prices!
85.00
C. R. Smith, Use and Benefit, Mrs. C. A. McDaniel
There was a surprise party at
32.00 Mr., Jessup, Friday night, Feb.
C. R. Smith, Jury Witness McDaniel case
1.30 256. There was a large crowd.
H. H. Rayburn, Telephone Toll
10.00 Those present were:- Messrs.
Henry Ivey, B. W.
56.50 Ledmon Talley or Paducah, Ky.,
wrp. Washburn, 2660 B. L.
14.00 Zonnie Lyles, of Paducah, Misses
Roy Houser, B. W
4.50 Roselle and Willie May Boswell,
Homer Dunn, B. W.
22.10 of Paducah, Messrs. Elton Miller,
Ed Sargent, 300 B. L. & labor
2.00 Marvin Ruley, Cecil Swain, EdiFred Thompson,.team on R.
1.25 son Dezern, Fay Solomon, all of
Tom Folks, 25Ibs. nails
31.72 Calvert City, Florence Faith, AlJ. A. Howard, R. W
•
3.75 ma and Hazel Story, Irene NichLouis Rose, R W
3.75 ols, Cassie Lofton, Della Florence
•Estel Parish, ,R. W.
The latest style trends in
3.00 and Lena King, Edna McGregory,
Charlie Rayburn, R W
2.25 Audie Smith, Lillie Smith Ruby
John Rayburn, R. W
vas
1.50 Boily, Walter Haybeck, Obert
Loyd Thompson, R. W.
7.50 Lofton, Hardin Lofton,, Vernon.
Paul Anderson, B. W.
20.00 Red, and Rollie McGregory. MilTom Hill, B & B. W.
3.00 ton Hall, of Calvert City. Paul
W. L. Roach, R. W.
a
12.25 Walker, Cecil and Finis Barrett
Lex English, B. W.
10.50 and Mrs. Edna King.
Luther English, B. W.
'
10.50
Ray Burnham, B. W
There were several more that
2.00 wasn't. called and Misses Ruth
Lewie Bolling, R.,AW
9.12 Callahan was not able to attend,
F. W. York, 365 B. L.
6.00
Charlie Canup, team 2 days on R.
4.50
Asbury Vaughn, I 1-2 days team ...
-extremely low priced
7.00
FIVE GALS. PAINT FREE
B. E. Roberts„ R. W. & sharpening 2 picks
fur3.00
A large paint concern, in
Babe Thompson, Pit hand
• .75 therance of an advertising and
Lee Cole, Pit hand 1-2 day
Flat Crepes and Georgettes: one and two-piece
10.00 introductory campaign now in
John' McNatt, team on road
of
with tiered and pleatid skirts; Frocks which
styles
free
20.00 progress, offers to give,
Joe McKindree, R. W.
best
its
of
gallons
3.75
five
charge,
W.
R.
may be worn on every accasion. Youthful modes.
Y. W. Rudd,
3.75 house paint, any color, to one pro1Harlie Canup, R. W
liberally trimmed with braids, embroideries and
1.50 perty owner at each postoffice
Noah Henson, B. W
pleatings. A wide choice of colors is offered.
4.50 or on each rural route in this
Will Noraworthy, R. W.
Very special at4.50 county. This concerns wants its
J. C. & Archie Jeters, R. W
localhouse
each
in
a
2.25 paints on
Spencer Haymes,. R. W.
2.25 ity this season which is the purM. A. Rudd, Pit hand
4.50 pose of this remarkable offer.
Bernie Crouse, R. W
2.25 It also wants a local salesman in
Hester 'Greer, R. W.
6.50 each county, for motor oils,
Will Trimble, R. W
7.50 paints, roofing, etc. Persons inS. J. Rudd, R. W
1.50 terested are requested to write
Arvil McKindree, R. W.
the Kero Paint and Oil Com31.00
team
and
Bridge
W.
Cope,
Monroe
7.60 pany, Louisville, Kentucky-.
Floyd English, B. W
, (Adv.)
21.40
C. W. Edwards, 690 13. L. and labor

In Belleau Woods

Tribune Ads brings reaulta.

$2.5n Stock food. (in pnilto
$1.00 Stock food
25e Stock Food
:i0c Liniment
21t. liniment
-A. Healing Oil
254:_ Healing Oil
25e Diarrhea Tablets ..
2--,e Egg Laying Tablets .
...;:at Poultry Bowel Reeillator
• THIS STOCK HAS BEEN ON HAND
mit.: BUT IS IN PERFECT CONDITION.

FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1927
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building time: 414e
for that new hom yOu
wishing- for. Bring you • list
material needs to u. arid
yt with you on it. We'll let yOu
()tour prices and quality.
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$16.75
$19.75
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Brandon Lbr. Co
1RRO-LOCK SHINGLES

"The Home of Good Wood GoOds"
KENTI:(

RAW/illeitFEFNMERFAWAREHREWPAREORIEFERRh.

\
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5.95

10.5

16.95

19.75

•

THE TRIBUNE-DEMOCRAT, (Benton, Ky.)

FRIDAY, MARCH 18, 1927

7 Sermon — "The Noble EnANNOUNCEMENTS
RENTON M. E. CHURCH SOUTH sign."
9 Apostolic Benediction.

$100 In Gold
to be given away next Saturday, of course
you will be here.
vou
In order to get your alloted number of tickets
put on
will naturally have 4olcome to our store. We have
not
special a number of articles that we are sure oyou will
want to pass up.
Armour or Morris, compound lard, per can
Armour or Morris. pure lard, per can
$1.35 value, Water Pail Soap deal
65c Jet Oil and Shinola polish deal
80c Granmas Soap Dee)
251b box Kvaporated Peaches

•

$4.95
6.90
.99
.40
.50
3.75

LETTUCE, CELERY, TOMATOES, RADISHES,
aES
CARROTS AND BEETS ARE OUR FRESH VEGETA
THIS WEEK.

Sunday school 9:30 a. m.; Intertnediate League 7:00 p. m.
Preaching 10:45 a. m., 7 P. m.
MORNING
1 Voluntary.
2 Invocation Sentence.
3 Hymn, 69 — "Safely. through
another Week."
4 Apostles' Creed.
•5 Prayer, Concluding with the
Lord's Prayer.
6 Hymn, 461 — "How Firm a
Foundation."
7 Old Testament Lesson-97th
Psalm.
8 Gloria Petri.
9 New Testament Lesson
Acts 3:1-11.
10 Announcements and Offering.
11 . Special Music.
12 Sermon — "A Right Hand
Lift."
13 Hymn, 312 — "Happy Day."
Apostolic
14 'Doxology and
Benediction.
EVENING

NOTICE

pected to give everybody a fair
deal, everybody come, bring your
wives and children and lets have
one good day in old Benton.
Don't forget to see me about
fertilizer for cash.
Yours truly,
J. M. JOHNSON.

I wish to may to every farmer
that aims to use fertilizer, I will
MARSHALL CIRCUIT COURT have a car here Saturday the
'19th. Now I want to say I will
Alva Miller, Admr. of J. W. sell you fertilizer mighty cheap
Plaintiff. and as good as any 16 per cent,.
Provine, deceased
VS: Order of Reference
fertilizer as there is on the
market.
Def't.
al
et
Provine,
Alton
(Continued from page 1) 1
On motion of Attorney for . So as the Benton people are exthe
Plaintiff it is ordered that
above styled action be and it is
hereby referred to C. B. Cox,
of this
Master Commissioner
Court to take proof of the liabilities and assets of the decedent,
J. W. Provine, deceased, and it
Bids will be opened Friday April 1st, in the office
further ordered that all creditors
of the said decedent, J. W. Proof the County Road Engineer in the Court House in Benton,
vine, appear before the said ComKy., for a 60 foot wooden span across the drainage ditch of
missioner on or before the 4th
West Fork Clark's River on the Benton-Mayfield road.
day of April 1927 and prove their
known as the old Green Mill place.
claims or be forever barred there
Specification may be obtained at my office.
after.
Right reserved to reiect any and all bids.
Done by me persuant to Section 431 of the Cival Code of
JOHN.A. HENSON,
Practice of Kentucky, this the
Road Engineer, Marshall County.
16th day of March 1927.
A. N. DUKE,
Clerk Marshall Circuit Court.

.BRIDGE BIDS WANTED
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THE HOUSE THAT SERVICE BUILT
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BARGAINS
For' "Free Gold .Day",- Saturday, get'
your tipkets at our store and don't forget
you :.are entitled to 17. Take advantage
of the following Specials.

471IF

MINSTRELS
OF PADUCAH
5th.4nntial Production

•
s:
Son
&
enor
M.
Tich
J.
•

•
Calvert City, Ky.
•
••
•
•
•
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Benton

Come

Good Coffee, per pound
Soda,
pounds
Can of Lard
2 nice Glass bowls
30x:1 1-2 cord tires
150 egg Incubator .
250 egg Incubator

.21
.10 •
5.00 .
•
.21
1
•7
.1 •

.,•,

CtARBAGE PLANTS, ONION SLIPS, SEED POTATOES
AND BULK CARDEN SEEDS

We constantly endeavor to Make you feel at how,
.and to sell •vou .zood merchandise at the lowest pr;,,,.

Morgan & Heath
B.F4N TON,

KENTUCKY
Mak

nmeesimiiimmimmismEnnemi
Come

-SCHOOL AUDITORILJI

1

Thursday Night
March, 24

Everybody
Welcome To

17 In Troupe

Get-to
Gether

Jokes, Songs and Dancing
AUSPICES

BENTON MASONIC LODGE
?5c

idmission
&

50c

A 'Vlessage of
Appreciation TTo show our appreciation we make this pledge. We pledge
,
you that it shall be our endeavor always to sell only good,
first.
comes
ability
Service
and
Quality
quality.
honest
of
It is your satisfaction that is most important to us all. Therefore we never sacrifice quality to makea seemingly low
price. We pledge buYing power you give us, and our large
cash resources, we secure lower than market priceS. This
saving Is and always shall be yours.
Satisfaction, Service and Saving is our pledge and also that
every transaction shall be handled in the full spirit of the
Golden Rule. This is the basis upon which we shall try to
deserve the friendship and the loyalty you have shown.

DRAFFEN BROTHERS
DEPARTMENT STORE
CALVERT CITY,

KENTUCKY

24 Prizes
to Be Given
to
Twenty=four
Persons

9
$100
In Cold

Free

The Bank of Marshall County takes a genuine pleasure in partioipating with
the Young Men's Progress Club and the business and professional men of Benton in
staging the GET TOGETHER DAY.
This institution has the welfare of Marshall county foremost in mind. It is
•
anxious to see and to assist in the development of the county's material resources,
but it is also pleased to see such gatherings as bring friendly, social communication
that makes life worth living and prepares one for the hours of work.
Whether you wish to transact business or merely to get a ticket, we will be
glad to have you come in our bank Saturday—you will be welcome.
Remember, that you are entitled to 17 tickets, an equal chance with everyone,
and be sure to get all the tickets to which you are entitled.

Bank of Marshall County.

"Closest to the Heart of Marshall County's Progress"
B. L. Trevathan, Cashier.
Joe. L. Price, Pres.
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